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2 Exchange rates
UK exporters of price-elastic products or services could suffer if the 
pound strengthens significantly against other currencies, making UK 
exports more expensive for overseas buyers.

Example: exporters of Scottish whisky may struggle to keep up the 
current £1 billion of sales to the USA, as American drinkers might 
switch to bourbon if whisky is too expensive.

Advantage: a higher pound means imports to the UK become 
cheaper.

Disadvantage: if UK export sales decline, that affects jobs and 
profits in the UK.

4 Interest rates
A sharp rise in interest rates (e.g. to prevent inflation) would have 
devastating short-term effects on households and businesses.

Example: before the 2007–09 financial crisis, UK interest rates 
were set at around 5%. If we returned to that, it would mean rates 
increasing tenfold.

Advantage: those with large cash savings would benefit from 
increased interest rates.

Disadvantage: companies would find it far more expensive to 
invest in new machinery or systems. Householders would struggle, 
especially those with large mortgage commitments.

6 Physical disasters
Floods, earthquakes, pandemics etc. Physical disaster is unpredictable 
and therefore can hit hard. A pandemic might have been long-
predicted, but predictions need precision to be of any use.

Example: in 2011 Japan was hit by a huge earthquake that caused 
a tsunami that killed 18,000 people and swept away many large 
businesses. UK factories shut down because key supplies failed to 
arrive.

Advantage: companies learn from disasters — the countries 
least-affected by COVID-19 were those worst-affected by the SARS 
pandemic.

Disadvantage: even when you’ve rebuilt and recovered, customers 
may have found other suppliers who they think are more reliable.

7 Pressure groups
Pressure groups focus on a specific goal, e.g. protection of wildlife or 
the planet. Usually started by volunteers, they can develop into large, 
bureaucratic organisations.

Example: Extinction Rebellion (XR) has become a powerful force, 
capable of generating a huge amount of media coverage. If an airline 
or an energy company ignored global warming, it might find itself 
attacked and humiliated by XR members.

Advantage: pressure groups can use the media to focus people’s 
minds on a single, important task, such as changing the government’s 
mind on free school meals.

Disadvantage: like any other organisation, a pressure group can end 
up focused on internal workings rather than the real objective.

9 Rival breakthroughs
A rival makes a technological breakthrough that others were too slow 
to recognise. By the time they’ve woken up, it’s hard to catch up.

Example: Marks & Spencer was reluctant to invest in an e-commerce 
website. Ten years later, it is struggling to catch up with rivals such as 
Next and Tesco.

Advantage: in theory, the second-mover advantage is in learning 
from the first mover’s mistakes. But with technology, it’s better to 
learn the mistakes from the inside.

Disadvantage: getting left behind can damage a business’s ability to 
recruit the best staff, as well as damaging its consumer reputation.

10 Trade wars
Trump may be gone, but trade wars are always possible.

Example: agreements between the EU and the USA to act on 
perceived protectionism by China may lead to a new trade war.

Advantage: governments may benefit, as tariffs are import taxes 
that add to government revenue. With the massive budget deficits 
caused by COVID-19, tariff income may be quietly welcomed.

Disadvantage: the big loser in trade wars is the consumer. As 
households pay more for imported goods, their spending may fall on 
UK-produced products and services, such as restaurants.
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1 Customer backlash
When customers react furiously to a company’s actions, perhaps by 
boycotting it. 

Example: when the world’s number one car producer, Volkswagen, 
was caught cheating diesel car emissions tests, it suffered a 
huge customer backlash. It has paid out more than €30 billion in 
compensation and witnessed the collapse in sales of its diesel cars.

Advantage: the only advantage is for rivals, who may gain the 
market share lost.

Disadvantage: negative customer perceptions can affect the value 
of a brand for many years.

3 Government action
Governments have huge power over businesses, whether handing out 
COVID-19 contracts or initiating the 2016 EU referendum.

Example: in 2020 the UK government gave a £252 million contract 
for personal protective equipment (PPE) to Ayanda Capital, which 
specialises in currency trading, property, equity and financing. Fifty 
million of the face masks it supplied proved ineffective.

Advantage: many of the contracts were handed out without 
competitive tendering, suggesting a key advantage in business is to 
know the right people.

Disadvantage: to the taxpayer and to those that value competition 
and transparency.
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5 Loss of a key customer
Because of dominant retailers such as Tesco and Boots, many small 
firms have 50% or more of sales going to one customer. Loss of a 
contract might move a business from well above breakeven point to 
well below, forcing closure.

Example: Holland & Barrett stores make up 40% of the UK health-
food sector, so a small supplier of vitamins might have 40% of its 
sales turnover reliant on a contract with it.

Advantage: the pressure to hold on to key customers may force 
businesses to be super-efficient all the time.

Disadvantage: an unexpected loss of a key customer could make 
a company’s cash flow implode. Making staff redundant may incur 
significant (and unaffordable) redundancy payments.

8 Social media storms
Bad news always travelled faster than good, but now it takes 
seconds, not weeks. If a company’s reputation is strong, it can cope. 
Otherwise there may be a short-term business meltdown.

Example: the day’s news can be dominated by a mouse’s ear in a 
reality star’s takeaway — the epitome of a business nightmare.

Advantage: firms can be forced to raise their game, perhaps using 
quality-control inspections as well as as-you-go quality assurance.

Disadvantage: social media storms arise when something is so 
unusual that it is newsworthy. That makes them hard to anticipate or 
prevent.




